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AMAZONIA SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMMING PAPER 
EXECUTIVE SUHMARY 

1.1 To achieve sustainable development, the major challenge facing Amazonia 
today is to translate good policies into practice, primarily through 
strengthening institutions and providing correct incentives. How the 
IDB can assist the eight Amazonian countries and the subregion to attain 
socíally and environmentally sound economic development of Amazonia is 
the subject of this report. 

. l 

. ! 

1.2 \.Jhile supporting subregíonal integration is a general Bank objective, it 
has been easier to pursue it in subregions-like the Caribbean and 
Central America where goverrunents have developed trading blocs. ~ithout 
such arrangements among Amazonian countries, commercial integratíon is 
nota current objective. Rather, sustainably developing the fragile 
Amazonian ecosystem and improving the social welfare of its inhabitants 
are the paramount goals. To achieve these difficult objectives will 
require that the eight Amazonian countries adoere to unified policies to 
sustainably develop their Amazon territories. Success will be 
predicated on the wíll and resources committed by the countries. 

1.3 This paper recoounends a two-pronged approach for the Bank: at the 
subregional level, the Bank should provide support for institution 
strengthening of the Amazon Cooperation Treaty (TCA) to transform it 
into an effective body capable of influencing the eight governments, and 
at the bilateral level, the IDB's entire programming process -- from 
ISEs, through CPPs, PMPs, programming missions, PMRs and other dialogue 
with each of the eight countries -- should ensure that policies and 
investments confonn to the strategy proposed in this paper. Only 
through such a consistent approach, pursued both subregionally and 
bilaterally, can the Bank effectívely assist the Am.azonian countríes in 
their goal of a~hieving sustainable development. 

1.4 The scope for bank assistance for Amazonia is enonnous. Optimizing ít 
in the goal of achieving sustainable Amazon development wíll require (1) 
educating people to change behavior and governments to alter incentives 
to reward socially and environmentally constructive activities; (2) 
establishing viable institutions to monitor and enforce policies and 
legislation; and (3) addressing poverty in other parts of Amazonian 
countries tostem the flow of poor migrants seeking a mythical Amazonian 
El Dorado in vain. 
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AMAZONIA SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMMING PAPER 

.1.,_ INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Amazonia contaíns the world's greatest zoologícal and biological 
diversity, most extensive tropical moist forests, largest and rnost 
productive river on earth anda multitude of indigenous cultures.1 

\.lhile there are differing definitíons of what constitutes Amazonia, the 
most widely-accepted geographíc measure of Amazonía is used in this 
paper, referring to the Amazonían basin, an area exceeding seven rnillion 
square kilometers divided among eight countries: Bolívia, Brazil, 
Colombía, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Suriname and Venezuela (see Map). Over 
centuríes, Amazonia's riches have attracted waves of population groups 
seeking to make afortune. However, continuous unregulated migratíon 
and developrnent schemes have resulted in the extinction of numerous 
natíve indigenous groups and precious species of animals and vegetation. 
Estimates vary widely on the magnitude of Amazonian forests lost but 
about 101 is an often cited average. 

' 
1.2 While much of Amazonia's wealth remains intact, national, regional and 

global concerns about the social and envirorunental consequences of. 
continuous unbridled Amazonian development have mounted, motivating 
country policies to improve. The major~challenge today is to translate 
good policies into practice, primarily through strengthening 
institutions and províding correct incentives, in order to achieve 
sustainable development. Even with capable institutions and correct 
signals, howeve~. this objective will be difficult to achieve in the 
face of powerful cocaine, cattle, logging and mining interests and 
because the enormous Amazoni~n_territory is diyided among eight 
sovereign states. However, since the development dynamic in the Amazon 
is unlikely to be derailed, the challenge is how best to harness it, 
confronting existing constraints. How the IDB can assist countríes and 
the subregion to achieve socially and environmentally responsible 
economic development of Amazonia is the subject of this report. Because 
subregional trade and economies are addressed in other subregional 
progra.mming papers with geographical overlap -- the Andes (Bolívia, 
Colombía, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela), the Caribbean (Guyana) and the 
Southern Cone (Brazil), this paper focuses primarily. on institutional, 
social and envirorunental íssues. 

1.3 The Bank strategy proposed in this paper, which aims to improve 
Amazonian policies and practices in the eight countries, is two-pronged, 
subregional and bilateral.2 First, the IDB, through providing support 
for institutional strenthening to the weak subregional Amazonian 
Cooperation Treaty (TCA). could transfonn it into an effective body 

1 Ratherthan catalog this ama:zing wealth, the rsader hi referred to the publication, Amazonia Without Myths (AWM/, whleh serves 
as thls RPP's background report AWM was prepared by the Arnezomen Cooperatjon Treaty's Cornmíssion on Development and 
Environment for the 1992 UNCED Coníerence ln Rio. lt was jointly financod and published by the IDB and UNDP. Refor to the 
References at the end of the main text for thls and any other sources eited. 

2.B1la1eral'ln thls paper denotee interventíons by agencioe or govemments ln one Amazonian ccuntry rather th&n ln more tnen 
ono. 
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capable of influencing the eight go·vernments. Second, bilaterally. the 
Bank should incorporate Arn.3.zonian strategiüs into the urogramming and 
operational cycles of each of the eight countries. While subregional 
integration along trade and econornic línes common to other Latin 
Amerícan subregions is nota current objective, developing and 
implementing unifíed policies to protect the fragile Amazon and improve 
the social welfare of its ínhabitants are ímportant goals for the Bank 
to support. As prescribed in Amazonia Without M.yths (AWM), any future 
<Bank assistance rnust conform to the "New Amazonian Ethic", governed by 
the principies of close consultation with the subregion's inhabitants, 
adequate compensation for services rendered and products sold and 
repatriation of specimens and scientífic information by outside 
researchers usíng Amazonian resources. 

1.4 _The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II examines 
existing Amazonian institutions; Sectíon III presents the subregion's 
key ínstitutional, social and envíronmental constraints and.issues as 
the basis for the IDB strategy proposed in Section VI; Sections IV and V 
respectively examine international support and past IDB activities in 
the Amazon. 

II. EXISTING INSTITUTIONS 

!i.,__ Regional Institutions. 
' 

2.1 Compared to some other Latin American and Caribbean subregions, the 
Amazon does not have a plethora of institutíons, reflecting its still 
tenuous subregional bonds. Existing treatics and institutions, 
described below, have greater environmental and cultural than commercial 
objectives. 

2.2 (1) The AMAZONIAN COOPERATION TREATY (TCA) is the premier subregional 
institutíon. It vas established· in 1978 by the eight Amazon countries 
to promote the basin's subregional development, the welfare of its 
populations and conservation and rational use of its resources. TCA has 
spawned a variety of bureaucratic instruments. 

2.3 At the highest levels, there have been TCA summits (1989, 1992) and 
meetings of foreign affairs ministers (1980, 1983, 1989, 1991). A 
Council on Amazonian Cooperation, created to annually review compliance 
with TCA agreements, has only convened sporadically (1983, 1986, 1988 
and 1990); a rotating Secretariat pro tempore hosts Council meetings and 
presides over day to day TCA affairs (Peru, Bolívia, Brazil, Colombia 
and presently Ecuador have hosted the Secr~taríat); Permanent National 
Commissions exist in each country to execute TCA policies; and Regional 
Special Cornmissions on the Environment, Science and Technology, Health, 
lndian Affairs, Transport, Infrastructure, Communications and Tourism 
are supposed to design and implement projects. Despite this complex 
bureaucracy, TCA is a weak organization with few staff, no permanent 
headquart~rs, and politicized decision makíng. As a result, decisions 
are often inefficient. For example, the Tourism Commission.for the 
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eight countries is headed by Guyana, the country with least tourism 
experience. Some external agencies have supported the TCA, but 
sporadically and with little coordination. It is unlikely to become an 
effective organízation without more concerted institutíonal 
strengthening, establishment of a permanent secretariat and, above all, 
enhanced commitment by the eight goverrunents to work together. 

2.4 Nevertheless, two important TCA docwnents were prepared for the June 
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) 
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. They are surnmarized below because they 
should influence the Bank's Amazonian strategy. 

2.5 First, a political Declaration was signed by the TCA country presidents. 
It emphasized the right of the eight sovereign countries to use their 
own resources, including forests, to their advantage; the desirabilíty 
of establishing the Fund for the Development of Indigenous Populations 
of Latin America and the Caribbean (Fondo Ingigena) which the Bank will 
cofinance together with bilateral sources (Annex I); and the need for 
externai users of Amazonian genetic materials to compensate the' 
countríes of origin and for international cooperation to maintain 
genetic banks. I t called for economí.c and ecological zoning of Amazonia 
and for the restoration of degraded soils. It underlíned the imp~rtance 
of educating the public about envirorunent and water resources, of 
providing health and housing services and of strengthening national and 
subregional institutions. It attributed primary blame to the developed 
countries for deterioration of the ecosystem, including carbon gas 
concentrations, and for the developing countries' envirorunent and 
poverty problems. Finally, it called for additional external financial 
resources, enhanced access to technology and expanded commerce and debt 
reduction fro~ the developed countries to finance poverty reduction. 

2.6 Second, under IDB and UNDP sponsorship, the TCA prepared Amazonia 
Without Myths (AWM), which contains a comprehensive description of 
subregional problems with a proposed strategy for sustainable and 
profitable Amazonian development based on judiciously managing forests, 
hydrobiological resources and wildlife, extractive activities and 
ecotourism (see footnote 1). 

2.7 (2) Another subregional organization is The ASSOCIATION OF AMAZONIAN 
UNIVERSITIES (UNAMAZ). UNAMAZ was created in 1987 at University of Pará 
in Belem, Brazil. It aims to promote cooperation among Amazonian 
universities and research institutions and train policymakers on 
Amazonian íssues through interdisciplinary and graduate courses. Yith 
Bank support, it is establishing a regionwide network of Amazonian data 
called the System of Scientific, Technological and Cultural Information 
(SIAMAZ). 

2.8 (3) There is.also a strong Amazonian program with an Andean focus within 
the regional academic institution, THE LATIN AMERICAN FACULTY OF SOCIAL 
SCIENCES (FLACSO), Quito branch. So far, it is the only Latin American 
institution offering a multidisciplinary graduate degree in Amazonian 
studies. FLAGSO is seeking external finance to establish the Andean and 
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Amazon Information Center {CANAMI), another Amazoniàn data network, 
oriented toward the Andes, to complemént SIAM.AZ vhich it expects will be 
Brazil oriented. ln interviews, both institutíons stated their íntent 
to be mutually supportíve and complementary. Both UNAMAZ and FI.ACSO 
publísh widely on Amazo~ian problems ranging from narcotrafficking to 
rural development. 

2.9 (4) ln recent years, INDIGENOUS peoples of the Amazon have formed their 
own subregional federations and confederatíons including the 
COORDINATING AGENCY OF THE ÍNDIGENOUS PEOPLE OF THE AMAZON BASIN 
(COICA), established in 1984. lts affiltates include the Interethníc 
Development Associatíon of the Peruvian Jungle (AIDESEP), the Indígenous 
Confederation of East Bolivia (CIDOB), the Confederation of Indigenous 
Nationalíties of the Ecuadorian Amazon (CONFENIAE), the Natíonal 
Indigenous Organization of Colombia (ONIC) and the Union of Indigenous 
Nations of Brazil (UNI). Indigenous federations are increasingly 
influencíng policy decisions on land titling, bilingual education, 

_curriculwn, envíronmental, mining and logging issues. 

!L.. National Institutions. 

2.10 Some national institutions must be mentioned because they play pivotal 
roles in Amazonian development within countries. While national 
political institutíons tend to be weak as described in Section III, a 
multitude of non•government organizations (NGOs) more effectively 
address Arnazonian issues in each of the countries. As noted above, 

.national indigenous federations are becomin6 strong policy lobbies. 
Influential private thinktanks are also undertaking Amazonian policy 
advocacy work including, for example, in Colornbia, the Rastrojo 
Foundation, ín Ecuador, the Foundation for Agricultural Development 
(FUNDAGRO), and in Peru, the Peruvian Foundation for Nature Conservatíon 
(FPCN). Important scientific research is conducted by nacional 
institutes líke the Colombian Corporation for the Amazon (ARAR.ACUARA), 
the National Amazon Research Institute (INPA) in Brazil and the Peruvian 
Amazon Research Institution (IIAP). There are numerous other social and 
environmental NGOs of significant stature. 

III. CONSTRAINTS AND ISSUES 

A. Institution and Laws 

3.1 Preventing spontaneous development in Amazonian countries is difficult 
because of public instítutional weaknesses and lack of resources and 
conunitment to enforce policies. Government institutions tend to be 
overcentralized, and local and central institutions tend to have 
conflicting constituencies and interests. A major problem is 
insufficient human resources in all Amazonian countríes to enforce 
policies. For example, there is hardly any.personnel to ensure that 
mines do not pollute or trees are not cut down. While Brazil has 
designated over one million km2, approximately one fifth of its Amazon, 
as reserves or parks, its one guard per 6,000 km2 cannot effectively 
prevent land occupation and forest burning. Moreover, the guards who 
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are on duty lack training, vehicles and equiprnent necessary to monitor 
and enforce regulations. This lack of human resources affects most of 
the Amazonian countries .· • 

Sometimes nationat institutions. have been misguided. For example, 
Brazil's Superintendency for the Development of Amazonia (SUDAM) has 
provided tax breaks, subsidies and investment funds for deforestation 
and large land development programs. Brazil's National Indian 
Foundation (FUNAI)'s erratic behavior has converted indigenous tribes 
mainstream Brazilían culture, triggering the breakdown of íntegrated j 

cornmunities and the spread of alcoholism and drugs. 

.-·,;{f;.- 

to/' 

3.3 While policies and legislation in the Amazonian countries still need 
improvement, they increasingly reflect sensitívity to environmental and 
social concerns. All eight national constítutions state their intent to 
regulate natural resources and protect the environment. Brazil's and 
Peru's refer specifically to the Amazon: Brazil's states that its 
Amazonian Forest shall be used to ensure preservation of the 
·environment, "including the use of mineral resources", and Peru's that 
"the State is responsible for the development of the Amazon", whicp. can 
be interpreted positively and negatively. Most of the constitutions 
enshrine the rights of indigenous people to their traditional lands, 
culture and languages, most explicitly -those of Brazil and Peru. 
_Colombia's constitution devolves environmental decisions to 
municipalities and subregions. 

3.4 

B. 

Severa! governrnents, including Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, are enacting 
'discrete Amazonian legislation, although sometirnes it is weak, and too 
often it remaíns unenforced .. Brazil's "Nossa Natureza" program on paper 
elimínates some, but not all, of the fiscal incentives to clear land and 
establish land title. However, Brazilían laws still need ímprovement. 
A 1965 law, still on the books, prohibits clearing land greater than SOX 
of any holding, makíng it possíble to clear half, sell the remaíning 
half and apply the SOX límit again. ln any case, even the SOX 
regulation is barely ·monitored. There are numerous initiatíves to 
conserve permanently in specified zones, for example, along rivers and 
in protected parks. Ecuador, in 1992, granted over 1.2 million 
hectares of territory to about 150 indigenous communities in its 
Amazonian Pastaza province while still maintaining government rights and 
proceeds from oil exploitation within this territory. Several of the 
other Am~zonian countrie~ have likewise de. jure conferred vast é).(J ....._ ~t-.,,/,/j / 
terri t.orLa I expanses to 1.ndigenous popul.at í.ons . \} ( '-~t) 
Social 

3.5 Underlying Amazonian social and envirorunental degradation is chronic 
poverty. The majority of Amazonia's 20 million ínhabítants fled deep 
poverty elsewhere in their countries. They joined emiserated índigenous 
people, extractivists and earlier migrants. · Poor migrants have not 
gained much from Amazonian economic activities such'as oil pumping or 
cattle ranching which tend to generate wealth for a few local and 
outside interests. Colonist attrition is high: two out of three 
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occupiers move on within five years, abandoning•land, unable to sustain 
short term returns or eke out a living on temporary contracts; many 
become slum dweilers in proliferating Amazonian cities. 

Amazonia's poor lack access to social services. As a result, their 
education and health indicators are below national averages. An example 
is the severe cholera epidemie, a disease of poverty and poor hygiene, 
which has badly affected Amazonia since the regionwide outbreak began in 
19913. Lackíng sewage disposal and potable water systems, popúlations 
concentrated along the Amazon, especially in its munícipalities, are 
extremely vulnerable to contamination. ~oor indigenous people and 
migrants living in Amazonia's backward areas have been worst afflicted 
by cholera. Bolivia's greatest cholera incidence is in Cochabamba and 
Santa Cruz, Brazil's in Amazonía and Pará and Peru's throughout its 
Amazonian terrítory. 

Two especially poor Amazonían subgroups are discussed briefly below, 
indigenous populations and wornen: 

Indigenous Populations. Although not all índigenous people are pqor, 
the majoríty are and they tend to be, __ the poorest Amazonians. Estimates 
vary on pre-Colurnbian indigenous populations in the Amazon from about 7 
million (AWM) to 15 million (Hecht & Cockburn) in some 2,000 tribes. 
Most were decimated by díseases. Today, approximately 400 ethnic groups 
remain, totalíng only between 1.0 and 2.5 million (AWM). ln contrast, 
Amazonia's settler population is estimated at about 18-20 míllion. ~ 

Under constant pressure from -colonízers, suicide and drug addiction keep \\'/> ~-{ 
increasing among indigenous people. They lead a precarious existence, _){,. : ,,'·- 
even where tradi tional holdings are recognized, because spontaneous ,tJ:-. '', ~ , ~- 
economic developments tend to ignore their r í.ght s . Oil and gold mining, / ·.,. - ,\' 'I 
timber poaching, land clearing for ranches, roads, narcotics airstrips I ~ 
and laboratoríes are examples of illegal activities occurring on · 
indigenous lands without legal prosecution. 

Indigenous people were not traditionally consulted on most developments 
affecting them, but indigenous organizations are tÓday undertaking 
important educational, health and land titling ínitiatives. Governments 
are beginning to recognize native rights to land, language and cultura, 
but policy enforcement will be difficult because of opposition from 
powerful local interests such as some políticians, narcotraffickers and 
ranchers,' and lack of enforcement mechanisms. j 

C» " f..r-.V f r~ , ..... ,_,....._ ~ ..• ' 1 
h I 1•1 ..• -· -1,. (, /. 

l.,"'-.t-L \j T.:-, ,.. 
3Reglonwide, sínce the 1991 outbreak of the cholera e pldem lc, by mid-1992, there had been over 5,000 deaths and some 500,000 !.1_ ! ,- , '(' 

ill people reported. These data are underestimates because the true extent of the disease far exceeds reported cases. Toe following _ 'l. -- - ' - -~-,,! 
Is a breakdown of this total in Ame.zonian countries (Blake; Presensia}: /<-.<=·- e, r- 

COUNTRY DEATHS , ILL ",:·:~'~ t: 1-- 
Peru 3,500 \ 33õ,ÕOO ·~ : 
Ecuador 1,000 75,000 ~-.. v 
Bolivia 350 30,000 ------- 
Brazil 300 16,000 
Colombla 250 4,000 
Venezuela 56 ', 2,000 
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3.11 Women. There is a dearth of data on Amazonia, especially disaggregated 
by gender. Nevertheless, it is clear that women of poor Amazonian 
families tend to have even less financial security than men. Most 
Amazonian countries do not recognize the right of women to own land. ln 
rural Andean Amazonia, women are involved in subsistence agriculture and 
marketing in addition to their household chores. Men frequently roígrate 
to towns during the dry season, leaving women to manage families and 
farm alone. Women who do mígrate to mining towns or commercial centers 
permanently are typically employed in service occupations as domestic 
aervants, hotel maíds, prostitutes and market vendors, earning lower 
wages than men who typically work in the productive sectors like mining 
and construction. A.mazonian women have less access than men to 
education. In the absence of Amazonwide data, Bolivia's, where 75% of 
national territory and population reside in the Amazon, is indicative:4 

ín 1988, 19%,of Bolivia's rural men and 43% of rural women were 
illiterate; as were 3% of men and 12% of women in urban areas. Average 
infant mortality exceeded 105 per 1,000 (Coordínadora de la Mujer). 

' j 

C. Environment 

3.12 Environmental degradation of Amazonia's rich ecosystern has put Amazonia 
on the international agenda. The environmental outcry by índustríalized 
countríes against Amazonian deforestation to contain global climate 
warming keeps increasing, although a double standard is applied since 
developed countries have been mainly responsible for this climate /~ 
problem. There is a growing consensus in the scíentific community tha~ 
deforestation produces carbon, releases greenhouse gases and depletes 
the protective atmospheric ozone layer. ln the Brazilian Amazon alone, 
it is estimated that over 10,000 forest fires burn on any given day. 
The broader environrnental losses are complex and wide-ranging ~ 
destruction of biodiversity, erosion of precíous germplasm and tropical 
systems, degradation of soil and water, depletion and loss of wíld 
animal and plant species and tropical hardwoods, and dislocation of 
indigenous populations. Amazonia.has provided the world with many of 
its most useful and valuable foodcrops, trees and pharmaceuticals, but 
some of these products have perished and there is serious concern about 
the potential extinction of other valuable genetic material a~d 
information. Amazonian envíronmental damage is compounded by an 
inexorable urbanization pattern. As Amazonía urbanizes -- already the 
majority of its 22 million inhabitants are city dwellers -- urban 
pollution and industrial wastes exacerbate environmental degradation. 

3.13 This section examines diverse causes of Amazonian environmental 
_problems: land speculation and the conversion of forested ecosystems 
into ranches and agriculture; the forestry industry; road construction; 
mining and energy development; and illegal a~tivities. 

\ 

4Atthough Bolivla Is overall poorer than other Am112:onlan countries, its data Is i;till lndlcative because Amazonlan popu(trlions ln 
ali the eourrtríes constitute pockets of deep povorty. 
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1. Land, Ranching and Agriculture. 

3,14 Much Amazonian development has been stimulated by national geopolitical 
concerns to establish frontiers through land occupation and integration. 
Land speculation in the Amazon has been motivated by numerous factors: 
the drive for quick profits through agriculture, cattle ranching, míning 
and timber extraction; high inflation rates making land an important 
asset; large infrastructure projects -- hydropower, roads and railways; 
and not least, governrnent incentives for-clearing land. 

3.15 Livestock occupies some 80% of cleared Amazonian lands in countries like 
Brazil and Colombia. Until recently, livestock was made attractive by 
fiscal incentives. Moreover, it presented one of the safest investments 
for laundering profits earned illegally in coca and gold. However, 
livestock precludes envírorunentally sound fallow periods requíred by 
·most Amazonian soils to recuperate land and forests. As the 
envirorunental consequences of ranching become apparent, goverrunents are 
eliminating incentives, but the dynamics of conversion have become 
entrenched and ít continues wíthout ~ubsidies. 

3.16 Generally, Amazonian soils are ínappropriate for colonial-style 
agriculture- which also often precludes the fallow periods required to 
maintain soil productivity in the Amazon. Agriculture revenues in 
_Amazonia are insignificant except in Bolíviu's Santa Cruz Department 
where 60X of the country's crop value is produced. In the other 
countries, tropical crops like cocoa, coffee. bananas and graíns are 
farmed on non-Amazonian soils at less risk and lower cost. In general, 
in Amazonia, crop príces tend to be too low to compete with coca or to 
allow farmers to make sound environmental decisíons. 

2. Forestry and Timber. 

3.17 Timber extraction in Amazonia has been environmentally destructive 
because it has not been managed to co~serve the forests, other 
biological resources and wildlífe. Wastage of forest products reaches 
70X of timber extracted and byproducts líke charcoal and energy are 
often disregarded. Of Amazonia's estímated 4,000 forestry species, only 
about 50 are exported. Nevertheless, timber revenues for Amazonian 
countries·are important. For example, in Brazil, Amazonian timber 
output in 1975 supplied 14% of the country's wood production; by 1987, 
the proportion had increased to 54% (World Bank). Guyana is granting 
logging concessions to Korean, Taiwanese and European firms to export 
its wood and wood products. Bolívia intends to increase timber exports 
fourfold over the next decade. Peru has es~ablished 60% of its forestry 
areas for permanent timber productíon. 

' ',, 

3.18 Good forestry practices exist which could provide revenues without 
harming the environment. based on sustainable extraction of forest 

~ 
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products like food and medicines. These practices need to be propagated 
through education and extension activities. 

3. Roads. 

3.19 Road construction has been the greatest catalyst to land clearing and 
deforestation. It is not unusual for one kilometer of road to open up 
1,000 hectares of forest land (World Bank). Some countries, like Brazil 
and Colornbia, claim they are controlling road building to reduce its 
devastating social and enviroIUTiental effects, while others like Bolívia, 
situated mainly within the Amazon basin, intend to continue road 
building as a developrnent priority. Brazil is financing roads into 
other Amazonian countries to facilitate timber exports through Caribbean 
and Pacific ports, especially to Japan. For example, the only major 
road project underway in Guyana, from Lethem at the Brazilian border to 
Mabura Hill which has an access route to the Caribbean, is being 
financed by Brazil for about US$30 million.s To gain access to the 
Pacific, Brâzíl is also constructing roads through Peru's Amazon. 

., .. -, 1 ( 
" - -- 

4. Mining and Energy. 

3.20 Amazonia offers vast mineral resources and energy sources. However, 
mining and hydropower developments have been environmentally destructive 
and have resulted in conflicts between miners and indigenous 
populations. Oil and ferrous metal extraction is of increasing 
importance and of fairly reliable return compared to many other 
Amazonian options. In Ecuador, 70% of foreign exchange is derived from 
Amazonian oil. ln 1992, to accelerate oil production, Ecuador announced 
its íntention to quit OPEC, to explore new fields in the Amazon, and 
approved a US development project which partly covers Yasuni National 
Park, a rainforest natural reserve assigned to the Huaorani natives. 
Other companies from France, Indonesia, Italy, the UK and US are 
interested in exploring for oil in Yasuni territory. Oil deposits are 
also exploited in the Putumayo subregion of western Colombia. ln 
Brazil, state-owned Petrobras is drilling in the Urucu for oil and gas, 
while simultaneously reforesting·in response to environmental criticism. 

3.21 Ferrous metal extraction includes iron ore, notably from the Brazilian 
Carajas mine, site of the world's largest iron ore_deposits_and from -· 
Tapaj e ln. Suriname; bauxi t: from ,trombe-fãs--., ·:yenezueta, one of - the· --··--- - 
earth's largest aluminum mines; and-gotd-;·wh1ch_is-·discussed in the next 
section because more than half its extraction is illegal. These are 
environmentally controversial activities. Hydropower already supplies 
96% of Brazil's electricity and there remains vast untapped capacity 
elsewhere in the Amazon. There has been severe environmental criticism 
of past hydropower projects. Charcoal, from tree cutting, is used for 

' ' ' 
50ver200 km of lhe total 315 km highway had been eornpleted by the Summer oi 1992. 
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domestic cooking both by poor people and in industrial steel production. 
Gas is of increasing interest. ln August 1992, Bolívia and Brazil 
signed an accord to build a gas pipeline from Santa Cruz in the Bolivian 
Amazon to Sao Paulo, Parana, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul in 
Brazil. Brazil will enjoy the right to import almost 560 million cubic 
feet per annum of Bolivían gas through 2030. 

3.22 Most of the above mLning and energy actívities have directly ar 
indirectly generated environmental problems through deforestation. 

3.23 

3.24 

3.25 

L 

S. Illegal Activities. 

Amazonia' s biggest commerce is in illegal actívities, mostly in drugs, 1-'v\ ,J, ..,, 
but also in unauthorized gold and exotic animal species. Amazonian ~~ r( ~óJ~ 
countries face the major challenge of stimulating legal activities that O.,.~/, 
can víe fina~cially with coca, unauthorized gold and exotic anirnals ata 
·time when traditional high employment sectors, such as tin in Bolívia 
and tourisrn in Peru, have collapsed. Governments forego potentially 
significant revenues frorn illegal operations. 

!!legal drugs, the fifth largest commodity in international commerce, 
play a crucial financial role in the Amazonían territories of Bolívia, 
Colombia and Peru and are also significant in Brazil, Ecuador and 
Venezuela. Peru is the worldts major source of coca base, supplying 
more than 60t of coca leaves. The Fujirnori adrninistration is attempting 
some anti-cocaine measures -- prosecuting money launderíng, authorizing 
the airforce to take charge·of civil airports in cocaine-producing areas 
and arresting traffic to processing labs in Colombia. However, drug 
planes still travel freely to and from dozens of landing strips, and 
with the Shining Path controlling much of tbe coca-producing Upper 
Huallaga Valley, Government effectiveness is stymied. Colombia is the 
world's top refiner and shipp~r of cocaine, supplying about 80X of the 
final product. It also grows coca, opium poppies and marijuana. 
Colombia's Goverrunent increased illegal drug seizures from 23 metric 
tons in 1988 to 87 metric tons in 1991. Colombia's drug traffickers are 
diversifying away from cocaine into heroin, which is eight to ten times 
more profitable than cocaine by volume. Colombian poppy growers can 
raise three lucrative crops per annum. Bolívia is the world's second 
largest source of coca base anda major transshipment point for cocaíne. 
In 1992, the Govern.ment launched "Operatíon Ghost Zone" to seal off the 
subregion where most of the crop is grown and to prevent chemícals for 
processing cocaíne from reaching the area. During 1992, Venezuela 
becrune the subregion's second largest heroin and cocaine transshipment 
point after Colombia, following the establishment of a new customs union 
between the two countries. Brazil is also a major transshipment point 
for cocaine bound for Europe anda maríjuan~ supplier. Ecuador grows 
some coca leaves and cocaine flights cross its aírs~ace. 

Unauthorized gold mining generates some $2 million daily. Over a 
million "garimpeiros", or small goldrniners, extract gold illegally in 
the Amazon. Gold deposits occur mainly between the Tertiary sediments 

.__,. 
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and the Guyana and Brazilian shields, benefitting these two countries 
and Venezuela. In addition, there have been recent discoveries in the 
Upper Huallaga Valley and the Madre de Dios areas of Peru, in southern 
Ecuador, in the Uaupes Guiania territories of Colombia and there are 
minor deposits in Bolivia. Contraband wildlífe has been decreasing in 
the Amazon, thanks to the Internatiqnal Convention on Trade in 
Endangered Species, which cornpels both exporting and importing countries 
to comply with strict controls. Most unauthorized goods are smuggled 
out of the countries of origin for sale abroad. · 

3.26 Both the health and environmental consequences of illegal drug and gold 
activities are dangerous. Illegal coca production accelerates 
deforestation and sulfuric acid and kerosene are dumped ínto waterways 
in coca paste processing. Mercury used in gold extraction poisons 
Amazonian populations, waters, fish and food. The "garimpeiros" who 
~reathe and eat mercury are killing themselves prematurely. Surroundíng 
populations also suffer health problems. Moreover, spreading AIDS among 
gold mining conununities has received little attention. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT 

4.1 This section sketches international support in the Arnazon provided by 
agencies other than the IDB (discussed in sections V and VI). Given 
Amazonía's high international profile, a plethora of official bilateral 
and multilateral external agencies and NGOs are involved in research and 
investment activities. Most external assistance is uncoordinated. An 
inventory of which agencies and countríes engage in what type of 
bilateral and multilateral aid in the Amazon is a prerequisite to 
coordinating assistance. A possible role for the IDB in such an 
exercise is proposed in Section VI. The varied motivations of external 
actors ·are sometimes at odds with each other -- there is desíre to both 
exploit Arnazonia's re~ources and also to conserve them; to reduce global 
climate warming; and to address poverty. Most external intervention 
occurs on a bilateral basis. Only a handful of agencies, governments or 
NGOs have formulated regionwide strategies or projects. As an 
intermediary approach, a few_bi- and tri-national border projects are 
also being piloted. 

4.2 Regionwide donor Amazonian initiatives include: (1) Institution 
strengthening for the TCA through seconding external staff from UNDP, 
Canadian and European governments to the TCA Secretariat Pro Tempore and 
supporting TCA publications. (2) An envirorunental study called 
Amazonia; Cause and Case for International Cooperation (EDRC/IUCN), 
which from a green standpoint, analyzes for the European Community past 
exploitation and potential markets for Amazonian resources including 
iron and steel, gold, bauxite and aluminwn, tin, wood and non-wood 
products and ôil and gas. It advocates envirorunentally sensitiva 
development in close collaboration with local populations. (3) The 
Cooperative Program on Research and Technology Transfer for the South 
American Tropics (PROCITROPICOS), sponsored by the Inter-Arnerican 
Institute fpr Cooperation in Agriculture (IICA), to spread efficient and 
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sustainable agricultural practices and coordínate research throughout 
the subregion. Project profiles are under preparation to present to the 
donor communi ty. · 

4.3 Bi- and tri-national border projects are being piloted as a more 
manageable and less costly íntermedíate approach joíntly by the 
Organízatíon of Amerícan States (OAS) and Canadian Internatíonal 
Developrnent Agency (CIDA). They are studying Amazonian country 
frontiers to identify ínvestment projects. So far, they are fínancing 
cross-border studies along the Bolivia-Bzazil, Brazil-Colombia, Brazil 
Peru, Colornbia-Ecuador and Colombia-Peru borders based on bilateral 
cooperation treatíes sígned between the countries. Investments have 
already been identified to support cross-border zoning6 inventaries, 
establish national parks, develop ecotourisrn, fisheries, waterway 
transport, and small businesses engaged in harvesting, storage and 
marketing of local products and rehabilitate degraded ecosystems. 

~ 
4.4 Bilateral Amazon projects are too numerous to list comprehensively but 

prominent examples are provided. The World Bank has the largest 
bilateral portfolio. It executes the multinational Global Environ_ment 
Facility7 which contains ntunerous bilateral Amazonian subprojects: 
protection of natural resources and biodiversity in eaeh of Bolívia, 
Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru; sustainable tropical forestry in 
Guyana; afforestation in Ecuador; and promotion of energy conservation 
and biogas in Brazil to reduce global warming. The WB also executes the 
,G-7 Pilot Program to Conserve the Brazilian Rainforest (PPCBR).8 Of 
the many Amazonian country operations directly financed by the WB, 
significant examples include ín Bolívia, a natural gas pipeline to 
supply electricíty to Brazil, and the Eastern Lowlands natural resource 
management and agricultural production project to promote soya and agro 
exports; in Brazil, natural resource management projects in Mato Grosso 
and Rondonia, anda natural gas development project; in Colombia, a 
rural development project with roads, schools and health centers for 
migrant ranchers; and in Ecuador, an environmental technical assistance 
project to train indigenous people in natural resource management. 

4.5 UND~ supports a wide variety of A.mazonian projects in individual 
countries ranging from zoning to agroforestry as well as regionwide 
support for the TCA for institution strengthening and research. FAO is 
sponsoring Tropical Forestry Action Plan initiatives in most of the 

6nie purposo of zoning is to inventory Amezonian hu man, economle and ecologieal reseurcee to guide poliey making. Zonlng, 
like good policies, is a prerequisite but not e.uffieient for improved Amazon devetopment Rigoroua poliey enforcement must follow. 
Zoning toole lnclude ground me.pping, aatellite lmagery and soclcloqicaí lnv~gation. Biologlcal, geological, clirnatie, $0Clal and 
lnfr8$1nJCttJre data are systematicalty cotlected and analyzed. Zoning is already underway ín scattered Amazonian e.reas with externai 
funding. 

7 GEF projects are supported by 25 natlons and co-financed by the 108, UNDP, the World Bank and other agencies. The 
Amazonian projects cited are estimated to cost almost US$200 million. 

80fthe US$1.6 billion requested by the Brazilian Govemment for the PPCBA, US$250 million was approved ln 1991 as Phase 
Ona · 
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Amazonian countries. UNICEF and other international agencies also 
sponsor Amazonian projects. 

4.6 Among government agencies, USAID concentrates assistance to Amazonian 
countríes on countering drug production and trafficking in Bolívia, 
Colombia, Ecuador and Peru and on sustainable forestry in a number of 
countries. Brazil, otherwise ineligible for US assistance because of 
its relatively high average income, receives US funds channelled through 
the PPCBR, to curtaíl·global climate warming. Canadian aid includes 
support for environmental, forestry and mining activities, mostly 
through technical assistance. CIDA is financing an extractive reserves 
project in Brazíl. Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK 
also support environmental and zoning projects and Japan is expanding 
its assistance in these sectors. Japan is also financing roads and 
extracting timber and other resources. Goverrunent research centers like 
the US Smithsonian Institution and the UK Kew Gardens, and large 
international environrnental NGOs like the Nature Conservancy, the World 
Resources Institute and the World Wildlife Fund sponsor projects to 
catalog and protect Amazonian species, study global clirnate changes, and 
establish nature reserves and debt-for-nature swaps. A vast numbe; of 
environmental NGOs conduct bilateral activities in the Amazon, or.lobby 
industrialized countries to reduce Amazonian "exploitation". 

4.7 These are only examples in the spectrum of international inítiatives. 
With such a multitude of countries and agencies supporting separate 
Aroazonian operations, especially bilaterally, effective donor 
coordination has been elusive. Steps toward achieving it are proposed 
in Section VI. 

":{.,_ PAST IDB ACTIVI!IES 

5.1 This section briefly sununarizes key IDB activities in the Amazon since 
1975 as background to the Bank's future strategy for the subregion 
proposed in Section VI. A more detailed description is presented in 
Annex I. It is accompanied by Table 1 which lists past IDB projects and 
their impactas well as operations approved and in the pipeline. 

S.2 Section III argued that past agricultura and infrastructure projects 
like roads and mining precipitated Amazonian social and environmental 
destruction, Lacking foreknowledge of these negative consequences, the 
IDB and other donors and governments financed such activities in the 
past, Past Bank loans have generally been bilateral in scope, either 
targeting a given country's Am.azonian territory specifically or covering 
it through nationwide projects. Since 1975, roads were the main focus 
of Bank Amazonian financing, including four projects in Bolivia, three 
in Brazil and one in Peru. ln Peru, the Bank also supported t:wo mining 
operations anda project to reinforce an oil pipeline and curtail 
leakages into'surrounding soils. Peru also received IDB assistance for 
two rural development projects. The Bank also supported a project in 
Guyana to exploit forestry resources in its Amazon territory. 

1 
L ,...., - 
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However, the nature of Bank assistance to Arnazonia ís changíng to 
reflect sensitivíty to the social and envirorunental effects of 
traditíonal infrastructure and rural development operatíons in the 
Amazon. The Bank is reducing exposure in these sectors and increasing 
it in projects to conserve the ecosystem, use natural resources 
sustainably, protect índigenous cooununities and improve the welfare of 
Amazon populations. These objectíves have sharpened sínce the 1990 
founding of the Bank's Envíronment Protection Divísíon. For example, in 
1992, the Bo a r d approved an envírorunental ~l}i:t:i._ç-ª,]._ç_o_op_~r,~.~JoJJ.. to ;? 
assist Brazilian NGOs and communities to sustaínably extract natural _ 
resources and halt deforestation. Commercial products like the Brazil ~ 
nut bar and Cupuacu punch will be popularjzed through the project. 
Where "seringueiros" ar rubber-tappers lack land titles within project 
boundaríes, the Goverrunent will buy the territory they occupy and 
contract it to tappers' associations which will lease it to the 
seringueiros. 

5.4 Other recent Technícal Cooperations and Small Projects also reflect the 
Bank's new approach. A 1991 TG supported preparatíon of the TCA 
publication for UNCED, Amazonia Wíthout Myths. Another 1991 TC is 
financing the TCA's System of Information on the Amazon (SIAMAZ) through 
establishing a computerized data network among numerous institutions. 
Indigenous populations throughout Latin Ameríca and the Caribbean will 
be supported through two Bank TCs, one approved in early 1993 
establishing the Fondo Indígena headquartered in La Paz9 to finance 
small development projects proposed by indigenous peoples and the other 
the 1991 Instituto lndigenista Interamericano headquartered in Mexico to 
support native research and culture. The Bank also provided a Small 
Project anda TC to Venezuela in 1988 for its Centro de Education y 
Promocion de la Autogestíon Indígena (GEPAI), to Colombia in 1990 to 
prepare its National Forestry Action Plan and to Bolívia in 1991 to 
undertake economic-ecological zoning to guide sustainable development of 
the Amazon. 

5.5 Although these TCs and. Small Projects demonstrate increasing sensitívity 
to social and environmental consideratíon. other new operations may 
generate controversy, like the highway project approved in late 1992 
transversing the Bolivían Amazonian to the Peruvian border. ------------ ---- ------ - • ~~- - >-' 

VI. AN IDB STRATEGY 

6.1 Scope. While supporting subregional integration is a general Bank 
objective, it has been easier to pursue it in subregions like the 
Caribbean and Central America where governments have developed trading 
blocs. Without such arrangements among Amazonian countríes, commercial 
integration is nota current objective. Rather, sustainably developing 
the fragile Amazonían ecosystem and improving the social welfare of its 

' . 
9 Agrffd at the July 1992 lbercemeríean Summit. Spaln, the Summft host, e.nd other developed countries will cofinance lhe F und 

with the Bank. 
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inhabitants are the paramount goals. To achieve these difficult 
objectíve requíres that the eight Amazonían countries adhere to unified 
policies to sustainably develop their Amazon territories. 

6.2 To support the objective of sustainable development of Amazonia, this 
paper recommends that the Bank pursue a two-pronged approach: at the 
subregional level, the Bank should provide support for institution 
strengthening of the TCA, and at the bilateral level, the IDB's entíre 
programming process -- from ISEs, throug~ CPPs, PMPs, prograrnmíng 
missions, PMRs and other dialogue wíth each of the eight countries - 
should ensure that policies and ínvestments conform to the strategy 
proposed ín this paper. Only through such a consistent approach, 
pursued both subregionally and bilaterally, can the Bank genuinely 
assist the Amazonian countries in their goal of achíeving sustainable 
development. 

6.3 Future Bank assistance for Amazonia should directly address the three 
greatest constraints to sustainable developrnent identifíed in Section 
III: instítutional, social and envirorunental. ln response, the 
following discussion proposes Bank support for institution strengthening 
and policy reforms; and for social and environmental improvements· 
through funding investments and research. 

l. INSTITUTION STRENGTHENING, POLICY AND LEGAL REFORHS, AND COMMUNITY 
INVOLVEMENT 

6.4 TCA Institution Strengthening. The fundamental requirement for a unified 
policy to sustaínable development within Amazonía is the unequivocal 
commitment of the eight sovereígn countries. They have repeatedly 
stated this intent and established the TCA to achíeve it. Although the 
TCA has been extremely weak historically, if strengthened, it remains 
the most promising mechanism to promete and ensure this unified 
approach. Therefore, this paper recommends that the IDB províde 
institutional strengthening to the TCA with the goal of transforming it 
into an effective institution capable of influencing the subregional 
members to adopt and enforce a common agenda. Other external agencies 
have suppored the TCA previously, without coordination, through 
seconding external staff to the TCA secretariat pro-tempere and/or 
financing the production of documents. A serious institutional overhaul 
has not been attempted. 

6.5 Recently,10 the TCA requested Bank support for institution 
strengthening. Given the coincidental timing of this request with the 
preparation of the IDB's first subregional programming paper for 
Amazonia, ít is appropriate and propitious for the Bank to respond 
positively. This paper proposes as a first·step that the IDB finance a 
detailed diagnostic study of TCA human and financial resource needs to 
determine how best to pursue ínstitution strengthening and coordinate 

10Ata 
meeting of donors hosted by the TCA Secretariar Pro-Tempero in Docember 1992 attendod by the Bank's representatíon 

in Ouito, 
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foreign assistance. Following completion of this study, the Bank would 
assíst the TCA to undertake the necessary measures to become an 
influential body, such as establishing a permanent secretariat with a 
2ermanent staff, replacing the temporary, ad hoc arrangements of past 
years which kept the TCA weak. 

6.6 To facilitate coordinatíon of now scattered and duplicatory external 
assistance, the 1DB would assist the TCA to conduct a comprehensive 
inventory to identify all sources of intêrnational finance for 
bilateral, cross~border and multilateral activities in the subregion. 

6.7 It is also proposed that the Bank support institution strengthening 
bilaterally, through all country projects affecting the Amazon, to 
ensure that policies and legislation are enforced. This bilateral 

. ínstitution strengthening should be concentrated at the local level 
where the impact would be greatest. Local enforcement staff working in 
Amazonia need to be augmented, they need training in forestry management 
and pollution regulations, and equípment and vehicles, including boats. 

Policy and Legal Reforms. This paper has repeatedly cited the neg~tive 
social and environmental effects of some past Bank-supported activities 
in Amazonia, notably road construction, ranchíng and migration. 
Govern.ment fiscal incentives encouraged these activities. The Working 
Group (and the CAM?) therefore recommend to the Progranuning Committee 
that the Bank no longer finance these activities for Amazonia and that 
the Bank encourage the countries to eliminate these incentives. At the 
same time, possibly through the TGA institutional support proposed 
above, the IDB could assist the subregion to ensure that Amazonian 
natural resource management policies and legislation in the eight 
countries are compatible. Refining the TCA's covenants to facilitate 
achieving sustainable develoment might also be warranted if identified 
in the diagnostic study. 

6.9 Community Involvement. To improve Bank support for the subregion, all {!~ 
future operations should incorporate a consultative approach with local /\Jl :' ·-·.~ 
popul.at í.ons , govern.ments and NGOS including indigenous g roups , This e: N-·/( ~ 
need has not received sufficient attention in the past. Grassroots --M 
consultations may provide the only hope to successfully confront .___..,..,_-- 
entrenched economic interests pursuing socially and ecologically hannful 
activities. 

6.8 

r 

2. INVESTHENTS ANO RESE.ARCH OPERATIONS 

6.10. All Bank instruments, including TCs,11 small projects, pre-ínvestment 
activities, and investment and sector loans,, are appropriate vehicles 
for Bank support of operations in Amazonia. While .most operations would 
be bilateral; the Bank should also consíder financing border integration 
through the bi• and trv-natíonal border projects being prepared with 

11 AddltioneJ non-reirnbursable TC lunds need to be raised by tho Bank to support Amazonia and othor region$ and countrles, 
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CIDA and OAS support and the regional PROCITROPICOS initiative prepared 
by IICA. 

Poverty and the Social Sectors 

Section III described the deep poverty of indigenous and other Amazonian 
populations. Given the dearth of data on Amazonia's poor, the research 
section below proposes a subregional diagnostic study to collect and 
analyze data identifying where Amazonia's poorest groups líve and-their 
social indicators. Future Bank country studies on poverty should also 
address Amazonia's inhabitants. Meanwhil~, where poverty is obvious 
such as in citíes and rural malarial areas, the Bank should target 
social sector interventions to develop hwuan resources in Amazonia 
consistent with R8 prioritíes, without awaiting the results of this 
study. Bank projects to reduce Amazonian poverty should ínclude: d \l ,j ~'] 'Ci-.-,/· ~~r, V 

Preventive health care I nutrition, water supply, sanitation and housing, "° :'. '/-.tt...,I) 
.especially for burgeoning urban areas, where the maj ority of Amazonians · J, 
already live, although scattered rural populations should also be 1 Vl• V\.-f l E:-',, iÍ 
targeted. The Bank has already prepared a water supply and saníta_tion ' 
proj ect for Belem, Brazil' s main Amazonian port city. Letícia, . Ct...,J(~;.'r/-i'~t;,~. 
Colombia, Iquitos, Peru and Santarem-and Manaus, Brazil are examples of 1 

other Amazonian cities badly needing such services. Other environmental 
services to manage solid waste, clean rivers and control motor vehicle, 
noise and aír pollution should be supported. 

·Education, training and extension to sprea<l literacy and to develop 
human capital as the basis for improving living standards. These 
activities would teach the value of conserving trees, of sustainably 
exploiting renewable resources for commercial value and of sound 
agroforestry combining traditional and modern techniques. Without 
educatíon, trainíng and extension, ít will be ímpossible to change 
behavíor in the Amazon. Amazonian schools need to be expanded and 
ímproved, social and envíronmental content need to be introduced into 
theír curricula and training and extension networks need to be developed 
throughout the subregion. 

Addressing Poverty Outside the Amazon. Amazonia's social problems cannot 
be solved without braking migration of the poor from other subregions 
like the Andes and the Brazílian Northeast. As Section III 
demonstrated, poor migrants introduce unsustaínable slash and bum 
agricultura, displacing indigenous communities and in the end hardly 
improvíng their own welfare. This tragic pattern could be repeated 
elsewhere: for example, in Guyana, where the Brazil-financed highway 
accessing the Caríbbean, once completed, could lure poor coastal 
populations toward the Amazon. Bank support for social and employment 
projects in the Amazonian periphery, therefore, may provide the best 
assistance for the Amazon by preventing the·continuous migration of the 
poor frôm elsewhere. : . \ 

Economic and Natural Resource Management Projects 
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6.15 Zoning (footnote 6). An IDB Technical Cooperation approved for Bolivia 
in 1991 is providing the Bank.'s first discrete support for zoníng. 
Given that careful zoning is a prerequisite for sustainable development, 
more zoning projects should be considered by the IDB. However, since 
other donors are supporting zoning projects and widespread zoning could 
risk diverting scarce skilled manpower from other crucial activities 
like enforcement, Bank assistance should be selective. While zoning 
operations or project components financed exclusively by the Bank could 
be supported, the IDB should also consider co-financing the OAS/CIDA bi 
and tri-national border zoning exercises.- 

6.16 Safe Gold Hining. Simple, appropriate technology exists to elirninate 
mercury poisoning. It permits noxious mercury fumes burned in the gold 
extraction process that intoxicate rivers and air to be captured under a 
ventilator hood and recycled safely. A Brazilian company already 
produces this insufficiently used technology inexpensively. Bank 
operations could provide this technology to "garimpeiros", small, poor 
goldminers, to improve their health and the environment. Project 
success would depend on complementary education and extension work, 
through media broadcasting and other _methods to explain the health, 
envíronmental and economic advantages of this technology (DoÜrojeanni & 
Pádua). 

6.17 Improved Use of Cleared and Abandoned Land. Restoring the productívity 
.of the 80-100 million ha of already cleared land,- of which over 60% has 
been abandoned, should be a priority investment for the Bank. 
Technologies to reverse soil degradation have been developed by farmers 
and researchers, including agroforestry such as coffee and cocoa, 
forestry combined with pastures, and reforestation. New methods, 
assísted by USAID, have been tested in Peru's Palcazu Valley to 
stimulate natural regrowth. Indigenous populations, for example, the 
Kayapo in Brazil, simulate forest regeneration through agrícultural 
practices combining controlled burning with fallow periods to ensure 
soils never become bare, parched or eroded. These and other ways to 
revitalize abandoned lands should be financed through Bank-assisted 
projects. · 

6.18 Good Forestry Hanagement. Likewise, technology exists to sustainably 
extract timber. For example, Suriname's experiments wíth timber 
extraction through managing the quantity, periodicity, and selectivity 
felled per hectare has ensured that soil nutrients and the best stock of 
trees are preserved while at the same time providing income from high 
quality tímber. Experiments in Brazil are also showing good results. 
This type of sustainable economic forestry could be spread throughout 
the Amazon through Bank investment projects. 

6.19 Extraction of Renewable Resources. The Bank's Extractive Reserves 
Technícal Coope r ar í.on for Acre, Brazil, will be an 'ex.cellent pilot. 
Geographic and product coverage should be extended through other Bank 
assisted projects in Amazonian countries to expand ecologically-sound 
extraction of timber, nuts, rubber, fruits, medicinal plants, foods and 
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fisherics as attractive economic activities. Ensuring local and 
international demand through sophisticated marketing would be an 
essentíal component. 

6.20 Ecotourism. Ecotourism is a rapidly growing segment of the expanding 
travel and tourism industry (FT) with tremendous foreign-exchange 
earning potential in the Amazon. Breathing Amazon aír, watching and 
listening to jungle birds and animals, examining exotic flora and fauna, 
boating down the Amazon river under adense tree canopy passing 
indigenous community settlements accompanied by a knowledgeable guíde, 
appeals to many adventure tourists. All eight countries are attempting 
to develop Amazonian tourism, mostly through private sector initiatives. 
"1hile Brazil has already done the most, with Manaus and Belem as 
launching sites, the other countries are also attemptíng to develop 
Amazonian ecotourism but lack facilities. Success will depend on 
expansion of all types of infrastructure fro~ airports to sanitation and 
marketing campaígns. The Bank should support infrastructure 
installation with strict environmental standards and provide technical 
assistance for marketing to expand ecotourism in Amazonia. 

Research 

6.21 Research, to identify the needs of Amazonia's poor and understand better 
how Amazonia's physical resources can be used and sustained, should be a 
Bank-supported priority. Additional external technical assístance to 
'co-finance research should be sought by the Bank. Local expertise for 
conductíng research within Amazonian countries is abundant. Funding for 
external consultants is unnecessary. The scientific research topics 
proposed below could be packaged together ínto one or more IDB Technical 
Cooperations or projects, some could be supported through financing 
IlCA's PROCIPROPICOS project and some through co-financing with other 
agencies. A separate operation to disseminate research findings and 
equip institutions is also proposed. Finally, a TC is recommended to 
facilitate donor coordination. Proposals have been made by 
international environmental organizations that the IDB finance research 
to determine what vegetative covér mix and rainfall patterns are 
necessary to prevent global warming. However, since this is a 
controversial topic from ~he viewpoint of national sovereignty, it is 
not included here. Topics recommended for research support include: 

6.22 Poverty Diagnostic. Poverty in Amazonia has never been systematically 
studied to determine where it is greatest and íts particular features 
among different groups. The Bank should finance a subregional study, 
possibly for the TCA, to identify where poverty is concentrated and 
social indicators such as the educational attainment and health and 
nutrition status of Amazonians as well as access to social services. 
Such data will permit the Bank to target pobr Amazonians in future 
social secto~ operations. \ 
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6.23 Species Protection. Identifyíng and cataloguing animals, insects and 
germplasm, seeds and genetic resources of major economic plants to 
protect important species. 

6.24 Biodiversity. To maintain biodiversity, determining which plants, 
animals and insects should be designated for preservation. 

6.25 Agroforestry/Cropping Models. Identifying practical models for Amazonian 
communities to live sustainably, combining native with modern 
agroforestry and cropping techniques such as the circular farming 
technique in Peru (Dourojeanni). Native land use patterns offer 
valuable lessons. 

6.26 Forestry Market Analyses. Analyzing renewable Amazonian products that 
. use rather than destroy the forest to determine the scope for local, 
domestic, subregional and internatíonal sales, partícularly for 
extractive resources like rubber, Brazil, macademia and other nuts, 
fruíts and medicinal and fiber plants and determining theír financial 
and economic competitíveness wíth coc a. · 

6.27 Aquatic Technical and Harket Analyses. Given the high nutritional value 
of river and aquaculture fish and seafood, analyzing how to maximize 
their economic value without depleting stocks. 

6.28 Mining. Developíng appropriate technology to.extract mínerals and 
hydrocarbons without damaging the ecosystem. 

6.29 Support to Research Institutions. Although within Amazon countries, 
there already are competent scientists performing relevant research, 
many work in isolation, unable to disseminate their findings across the 
subregion. Their output needs coordination and distribution both to 
avoid duplication and to improve social and environmental policies. 
Moreover, their research is conducted maínly in poorly equipped 
facilíties, lacking basics like laboratories, libraríes and office 
equípment. Bank assístance and better coordination of externai 
financing could support publication and disseminatíon of Amazonian 
research findings and equip research institutions. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

7.1 The scope for bank assístance for Amazonía is enormous. Optimizing it 
in the goal of achieving sustainable Amazon·developrnent will depend on; 

• educatíng people to change behavior and goverrunents to alter 
incentives to reward socíally and environmentally constructive 
activities; 

•.....•...•.••. - 
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• establishing viable institutions to monitor and enforce policies 
and legislation; and 

• addressing poverty in other parts of Amazonian countries tostem 
the flow of poor migrants seeking a mythical Amazonian El Dorado 
in vain. 

. - -~ 
This programming paper proposes that the Bank invest in strengtheníng 
the TCA at the regional level and insocial, economic, natural resource 
management and research projects, primari~y. although not exclusively, 
at the bilateral level . 

·f 

-;,i 

Any IDB financed activíty must conform to the "New Amazon Ethic" 
prescribed in AwM. This ethic is based on selecting projects through 
consultation with Amazonian inhabitants, fair compensation to indigenous 
.people for c~mmercial extraction of Amazonian products, and repatriating 
any scientific information derived abroad from analyzing Amazonian 
resources. This ethic establishes the appropriate framework to 
sustainably develop the Amazon through ímprovíng the welfare of íts 
people. 

\ 
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THE IDB AND THE AMAZON BAS;N 

INTRODUCTION 
,,, 

Since 1960, the IDB has assisted the Amazon nations in their quest to 
develop and integrate the Amazon Basin ínto theír national economies. Until 
1975, IDB funds reached the Amazon p t Lma r i.Ly through multisectoral global credit 
proj e c t s , such as the US$190 million agroindustrial development loan to the State 
of Mato Grosso, Brazil in 1967_. Although global loans continued to be províded 
for the region after 1975, specific sector projects predominated, particularly 
for infrastructure like transport and mining. -Since the establishment of the 
Environment Protection Division in January 1990, the Bank has increased the 
nurnber of operatíons to promote conservation of the Arnazonian ecosystem, the 
sustainable use of its resources, the protection of its indigenous communities, 
and t:he social devel.opment o f all its inhabi tants. For example, recent Bank 
project cornmítrnents include assistance to Extractj_ve Reserves in the State of 
Acre, Brazil, and Indigenous Communities in Venezuela. This annex surveys and 
analyzes major Bank interventions í.n the Amazon since 19751. Table I lists 
projects and technical cooperations, amounts funded and brief statements on their 
impact. Key operations affecting the Amazon have been included in this RPP; 
however, ít was not possible to inven~ory every nationwide sector nor 
microenterprise proj ects touching the r e g í on ." 

OPERATIONS 

TRANSPORTATION. The lDB financed more Amazon projects in this sector 
than in any other. Bank ínvestments paved and constructed a number of roads to 
support Amazonian countries' obj ectives to develop the region, provide year-round 
access, improve communication with major consumer cities, expand the agricultural 
frontier and encourage settlements. Unfortunately, road construction caused 
unforeseen social and envirorunental devastation. Roads, and the settlers they 
attracted, destroyed many indigenous communities who were displaced from their 
land, killed in confrontations and by diseases transmitted by the migrants, or 
absorbed into the outside world' s culture. Roads also precipitated the 
destruction of tropical forests because settlers slashed and burned vast 
stretches of Land to establish cul.t.Lvat.ed fields and grasslands for cattle. With 
inappropriate soils for agriculture and ranching, these degraded lands have been 
abandoned within several years. 

ln Brazil, in 1981, the Bank financed a project in the State of Mato Grosso 
for US$207 million which constructed and improved a total of about 1,115 kms of 
roads, including highways BR-316 and BR-0070. Highway BR-316 runs through the 
center of Mato Grosso state from south to north, connecting it with the State of 
Pará. The northern part of this road, paved with IDB loan resources, is located 
in the Amazon rainforest. Highway BR-0070, cutting across the Meruri colony, is 
located a short distance from the Sangraduoro and San Marcos Reserves. 

High rates of deforestation were recorded,·especially around the area of 
influence of highway BR-316. While rehabilitation of highway BR-0070 improved 

1 Besed on the Bank's ex-post eveluation records of completed cperatlons and projects and TCs ln execution and ln the pipeline. 
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commun í.c a t í.o ns , aud benefited the indigenous populati~ns to some extent by 
facilitating the marketing of their products, it also negatively impacted ou the 
envirorunent and indigenous commuru t i.e s . lndigenous lands not previously 
demarcated legally were expropriated by farmers. Furthermore, intensified 
commercial and recreational fishíng resultíng from the influx of new settlers 
reduced the fish stock which constitutes an important component of the natives' 
diet. Malnutrití.on and health problems among natives a Lso escalated as a result 
of atteropts to convert them from hunters to monoculture rice cultivatíon. 
Exposure to colonial lifestyle spread sexual diseases and alcoholism in 
indigenous communities. 

ln 1985, the Bank approved a project for US$58.5 million to finance paving 
a 502 km stretch of highway BR- 364 between Rio Branco in Rondonia and Porto Velho 
in Acre. This project included a Definitive Action Plan (DAP) to conserve the 
environment and natural resources and protect and dave Lop indigenous populations 
through the Environment and Indigenous Conununity Program (PMACI). Protected 
areas such as ecological stations, conservation units and extractive reserves 
were to be created. !ndigenous lands were to be demarcated and education and 
health services were to be provided. Unfortunately, implementation of these 
programs was delayed while road building proceede4 because of a) inadequate 
counterpart funds, b ) weak executing agencies and e) lack of continuity of 
goverrunent administrations. Migration, deforestatíon for cattle ranching on 
inappropriate soils, and displacement of indigenous peoples and rubber tappers 
took place. 

ln Bolívia, the IDB has a l.s o supported the goverrunent' s objective to 
develop the Amazon through road construction. Funds were devoted to the 
rehabilitation and constructíon of roads which connected major urban cities like 
Cochabamba and La Paz í.n the highlands, and Santa Cruz in the lowlands. ln 
addition, in 1976, the Bank financed sections of the Beni Highway aimed at 
developing and integrating the Department of Beni, a potentially rich area for 
agricultural activities and cattle ranching. A first proj ect included the 
stretch La Paz-Cotapata and bridges for US$45 millíon. In 1984, the Bank' s US$53 
roillion National Transport Program financed construction of addítíonal bridges, 
a 42 lan stretch of highway between Quiqµibey and Yucumo and feasibility studies 
and final de s í.gns of the La Paz-Puerto Salinas highway as part of the Beni 
Highway project. 

In 1978, the Bank approved a US$86 million loan to finnnce the construction 
of a road between Yapacani and Chimore along the Cochabamba-Santa Cruz Highway. 
Unfortunately, there were severe negative impacts on the environment and 
indigenous communities --the Yuquí, and the Yuracares-- caused by tree cutting and 
the influx of settlers facilitated by this highway. Retroactive steps to protect 
the environment and these indigenous populations were taken in the 1987 US$81 
million rehabílitation proj ect of the Cochabamb a- Santa Cruz Highway. This 
project includes the establishment of forest reserves anda wildlife sanctuary, 
protection and conservatíon of the Amboro NationaI Park and of the Upper basins, 
and provision to the Yuqu í s and Yuracares of medical services, agricultural 
technology and land demarcatíon. However, settlers continue to infiltrate the 
Park pending determination of its boundaries and colonizers and timber companies 
to deforest protected areas and poach game animals _important to the native diet. 
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The · Bolivian government recently requested Bank support for the Border 
Corridor Integratíon project for US$190 million to integrate Beni and La Paz with 
Peru through highway construction and upgrading. Othér prospectíve cofinancers 
are Gerrnany, the Corporación Andina de Fomento (CAF) and USAID. The project 
would integrate Bolivia's productíve areas with local and external markets and 
provide touríst access to historícal and cultural sites. Bolívia, · which 
possesses no outlets to the Pacifíc, would gain access through Peruvian ports. 
To mi tigate potential negative environmental impacts, especially o f the Cotapata 
Santa Barbara road through the Amazon bas í.n , a conservatíon uni t to protect 
natural resources ín the area of influence would be created. 

ln Peru, IDB participation í.n transportatj_on ha s also been directed towards 
integrating the Amazon basin into the national economy. In 1976, the IDB 
financed reconstruction of the Olmos-Corral Quemado Highway for US$37. 6 million. 
Integrating the Departments of Cajamarca, Amazonas and San Martin, all located 
ín the Amazon region, the highway constitutes Peru's only northern coastal.link 
with the interior tropical rainforest. To extend this highway, the Peruvian 
government is proposing to construct a 75 km road from Corral Quemado to Ayar 
Manco. lt would reach the banks o f the Har anon ri ver at the town of Saramerisa, 
where navigation conditions are suitable for the construction of a port and it 
would enable communication between the Amazon region and the Pacific coast via 
both the Amazon and Marafion rivers, connecting the Peruvian port of Paita with 
Belem in Brazil. This road is desirable -to Brazil as a Pacific outlet to 
facilitate access to Japanese markets. 

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT. ln 1982, the IDB financed a US$46 míllíon 
integrated development program in the Valle del Pichis located ín the center of 
the Peruvian Amazon rainforest. Its various aims included regulating migration 

. to the region, expanding the agricultural frontier, promoting "orderly" economíc 
and social development and "rationally" using natural resources. The proj ect 
constructed 57 kms of the Marginal Jungle Highway, the main access road to thís 
region. Another integrated development program, the Jaen-San Ignacio-Bagua, 
approved in 1983 for US$43 míllion, covered about 16,000 km2 in the northeastern 
Peruvian Amazon rainforest. This program promoted agrolivestock, forestry, land 
tenure regularization, education and feeder roads. 

MINING. Rich Ln mínerals such as tin, copper, íron, pho sphat.es , 
cassiterite, bauxite and hydrocarbons·like oil, gas and petroleum, the Amazon 
countries have exploited these resources with IDB financial support. Through 
global credít, multisectoral and industrial proj ects, substantial Bank funds were 
directed towards oil, gas and mining activities ín cities like Potosi in Peru, 
La Paz, Oruro and Cochabamba in the Bolivian highlands and Santa Cruz in the 
Bolivian lowlands. 

In Peru, in 1976, the Bank approved a US$33 million loan for a project to 
expand the Cobriza copper mine and install a water treatment plant for the Cerro 
de Pasco Iron Mine. Unfortunately, construction of the treatment plant íntended 
to prevent contamination of the San Juan and Mantaro rivers never took place as 
additional financial resources were needed to complete the Cobriza Mine 
expansion. The Mantaro River, an important tributary of the Amazon, has become 
highly contaminated with íron wastes discharged by the míning operations. 
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ln 1983, the Bank financed a geophysical exploration project for US$30 
million in the northeastern-ccncral Peruvian rain forest. Because it was 
exploratory, there were minimal negative effects. The IDB, in 1984, aLso 
financed the reinforcernent of 1,158 kms of the Peruvian Northern Pipeline which 
transports oil from fields in the Amazon Basin to the Bayovar maritime station 
under a 300 km stretch.of fragile marshlands. The project contains pipeline 
spills which could have had devastating effects on the Amazon. 

INDIGENOUS, EXTRACTIVIST AND OTHER GRASSROOTS POPULATIONS. Protec~ion of 
indigenous populations has become an IDB priority. Preventing the furt:her 
extinction of many Arnazon indigenous communities by encroachment of settlers on 
their lands and diseases brought by newcomers is an important Bank goal. To meet 
this objective, t:he IDB is supportíng the establishment of the Instituto 
Indigenista Interamericano, headquartered in- Mexico, through a US$30,000 
Technical Cooperatioon. This regional institution will provide funds for the 
economic, cultural and social development of indigenous communities in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. The Bank just approved another US$30,000 Technical 
Cooperation to create the Fund for the Development of the Indigenous People of 
Latin America and the Caribbean (Fondo Indígena), headquartered in La Paz, 
Bolívia. It will swppor t proj ects initiated by indigenous corrununities throughout 
the region, prirnarily acting as a clearinghouse to channel roainly bilateral 
financing, as well as its own resources, to beneficiaries. Land recognition and 
rehabilitation, training and cultural preservatíon will be emphasized. 

Like the indigenous communities, the extractívist populations of the Amazon 
are continuously being displaced from their Lands by cattle ranchers and farmers. 
To protect and increase the standard of living for those who sustainably exploit 
forest resources, in 1992, the Bank approved a p ro j ec t; for US$1 míllion to assíst 
seve ra'l extractive reserves in the Sta te o f Acre, Brazil. Because the p r í.ce s for 
natnrra L rubber and Brazil nuts have declined steeply, this proj ect a i.ms to 
develop production and markets for alternative plants and animal products and 
because extractivist populations have little access to social services, it aims 
to establish education and health facilitíes. On the production side, a survey 
to identify medicinal plants will be carried out, marketing coopera tives will be 
established and roads to markets will be improved. On the social side, 
construction includes ten schools and eight health dispensaries. About 44 
teachers and 20 health care workers will be trained. 

The establishment of democracy in.most Amazonian countries has stimulated 
an íncrease ín the number, participation and influence of non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs). ln 1992, the Bank approved a loan for US$22 million to the 
National Envíronment Fund of Brazíl to support projects proposed by grassroots 
NGOs, other community groups, universities and municipalities as well as federal 
government agencies. These projects will address water, air and soil 
conservation problems, increase local awareness of environmental issues and 
create conservation units. The fund is premised on the principle that 
participation of grassroot sectors is key to the protection and sustainable use 
of Amazonian natural resources. 

. 
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ENVIRONMENT, \,'ATER SUPPLY ANO SANITATION. Because o f r ap i.d and disorderly 
migrations to Amazon cities like Manaus and Belem in Brazil and Iquitos in Peru, 
sanitation and health problems severely affect their populations. Diseases of, 
poverty, such as malaria, cholera, yellow fever and Leishrnaniasis, are cqmmon. 
To address these problems, the Bank in 1991 approved a loan for US$14S million 
to finance a drainage, road, water supply and sewerage project in Belem's low 
lying areas. This project targets the Una Basin area which is continuously 
flooded by heavy rainfalls and hígh tides. It will benefit low incarne 
populations who are presently líving in deplorable condítions. About 1,400 
people wíll be resettled and will receive envirorunental education. 

The goverrunent of the State of Amazonas in Brazil recently requested lDB 
support to finance 70% o f a proposed sanitatíon and envirorunental clean up 
project of the "Igarapes" (small rivers) around Manaus. Through the elimination 
of debris and garbage thrown into the Rio Negro, water treatment and creation of 
green areas, the project would directly benefit low income groups living on the 
banks of the nrgarapes" and indirectly benefit the entire population of Manaus . ..• 

FORESTRY. ln 1978, the Bank cofinanced a forestry project in the Upper 
Demerara-Essequibo Basin of Guyana.2 The project aimed to expand export of 
marketable wood by promoting lesser known species internationally, increasing 
domestic wood supply, and penetratíng pristine forests for future development. 
Logging activities took place on 152,000 ha, anda sawmill3, power plant and 
township for staff were constructed. 

ln 1990, the Bank, together with FAO, UNDP, Holland and Germany, assisted 
Colombia in the preparation of its National Forestry Actíon Plan (NFAP). NFAP 
aims to protect Colombia' s natural forests from further destruction, arrest 
degradatíon of soils, promote forest based industry and reduce poverty among 
cornmunities which depend upon forest resources. Complementing this project, the 
Bank is presently financíng the preparatíon of a Natíonal Environmental and 
Forestry Action Program to address environmental problems in the Colombian 
Amazon. 

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH. While the Bank has supported numerous primary, 
secondary and university level education projects in Amazonian countries, they 
seldom have benefitted Amazonian populai:ions. Illiteracy rates within the region 
remaín high and curricula has not been consistent with Amazonian culture and 
environment prioritíes but has been directed towards life in non-Amazon 
municipalities. 

To disseminate Amazonian culture, increase knowledge of the region and 
formulate strategies for its sustainable development, the Associatíon of Amazon 
Universities (UNAMAZ) was created in 1987 encompassing 57 training and research 
centers, universities and higher educatíon institutes. Among its most 
significant projects is the Amazon Informatíon Syscem (SIAMAZ), financed with an 
IDB Technical Cooperatíon approved in 1991 for US$877 ,000 to establish a 

2ctthe total project cost oi US$31.8 million, the IDB provided US$6 million (18.9%); the Wo~ld Bank, US$10 million (31.4%); the 
European Dovelopment Fund, US$7 million (22.0%), and the Govemment of Guyana US$8.8 miltion (27.7%). 

3nie IDB funds of US$6 rrullion were directed to tho construction of the sawmill. 
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scientífic and technological ínformation network for t~e Amazon. ln 1992, the 
publícation of "Amazonia: ~ithout Myths" (AWM) was supported by a Bank Technical 
Cooperation for US$1.7 million. The Bank's Environment Protection Division and 
UNDP supervised a group of consultants who drafted AWM on behalf of the Amazon 
Cooperation Treaty. lt describes existing conditions and prescribes future 
strategies for the Amazon. AWM was presented at the United Nations Conference 
on Envirorunent and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992. 

ECONOMlC-ECOLOGICAL ZONING. Since the mid-1980's, economic-ecological 
zoning has become an important development planning mechanism for the Amazon. 
Through cartographic information and satellite imagery, the region's natural 
resources are identífied, and through sociologícal investigation, local 
populations are documented enabling the formulation of strategies to conserve and 
sustainably develop the Amazon. ln 1992, the IDB approved its first economic 
ecological zoning project for US$30,000 for the departments of Beni and Pando in 
Bolívia. Another zoning operation might be financed by the Bank, jointly with 
UNDP, as follow-uP., to the TC which supported AWM. 

CONCLUSION 

The IDB is increasingly part1c1pating in prcjects to sustainably develop 
the Amazon region. Through a learning process, from early projects with less 
consideration for the environment and social groups, today the Bank is paying 
more comprehensive attention to their protection and improvement . 

. 
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IDll OPERATIONS AFFECrING TIIE AMAZON 
1975 TO TIIE PRESENT . 

APl'ROVED PROJECIS 

COUNTRY PROJECT PROJECT NAME DATEOF AMOUNT IMPACT ON AMAZON 
:-;u:.rnER APPROVAL ln USS 

HOLIVIA 80-0022 La Paz-Cotapata Highway 1975 45.000.000 Provided access to lhe Dept, of Bcni, 
extended Lhe agricultural and livestock 
frontier and encouraged sculemerus. 

00-0035 Construcuon of Chímore-Yapacani 1978 86.000.000 Colcnizauon, disrupuon of Yuqui and 
Highway Yuracares indigenous populations. 

B0-0140 National Transpor! l'rogram -1984 53.000.000 Providcd access to the Dcpt. of 13eni, 
(Quiquibcy-Yucumo) crtended the agncultural and livestock 

fronticr and encouraged seulements. 

B0-0156 Construction Chimore- Ya paca m 1986 8.300.000 Colonization, disruption o[ Yuqui and 
Highway li Yuracares mdigenous groups. 

B0-0051 Rehabilitation Carretera Cochabamba- 1987 80.700.000 Benefited Yuqui and Yuracare 
Santa Cruz indigenous tribes: provtded medical 

carc, educauon and demarcauon o[ 
land (Environrnental Protectíon Plan). 

B0-0090 Corredor de Integracion Beni-La Paz- 1992 95.000.000 Encourage seulements. 
Frontera Peruana - 

BRAZIL BR-0181 Road Building in the State of Mato 1981 207 .000.000 Deforestation, oolonization, posiiively 
Grosso and ncgativcly affected indigenous 

populations: Meruri colony, San 
Marcos and Sangradouro Reserves. 

BR-0066 Porto Velho-Rio Branco Road 1985 58.500.000 Detorestation, settlcments negativcly 
lmprovement Project aífected indigenous popuíations, 

BR-0055 Drainage, Roads, Water and Scweragc 1991. 145.000.000 Benefit low income population, 
Project in Belem improve sanitation. 

BR-0078 Support Program For Toe Fundo 1992 22.000.000 Benefit NGOs in their projects to 
Nacional do Meio Ambiente (FNMA) conserve and sustainably use the 

Amazon's natural resources, 

GUYANA GY-0012 Upper Demerara Forestry Projcc::t 1978 6. 000. 000 Deforestatíon. 

PERU PE-0015 Rcconstruction O lmos-Corral . 1976 37.600.000 Encouraged seuíemenis, linked 
Qucmado Highway Amazon Regioa to the coast, 

PE-0031 Expansion of Cobriza Mine and Water 1976 33.400.000 
Treaunent Plant for the Cerro de 
Pasco Mine 

PE--0117 First Stage Integrated Devetopment 1982 46.000.000 Seulements, deforestation, 
Project o! thc Vallc dei Pichis 

PE-0042 Regional Devclopmcnt Program Jaen- 1983 42.800.000 Encouraged seulements, agricultura! 
San lgnacio-Bagua activitics, construction o( (ceder roads, 

provision of educaríon. 

PE--011.S Geophysical Exploration Project m the 1983 20.000.000 Minímurn environmenuí impacts, 
Peruvian Jungle ' 

Noíse disrupted fauna ot arca. 

PE-0169 Reintorcement o! Northem Oi! 19&4 20.000.000 Benefit the part oC the pipeline which 
Pipeline runs under the Amazon's marshlands 

as rhe projcct will prevetnt 01! leaks 
' ' which could nave disastrous effects on 

the environment, 

1 1 
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Al'l'ROVED S;\iALL l'ROJECTS ' 
COUJ'ffRY PROJECT l'ROJECT N,\.\tE DATE OF ,UtOUNT l;\ll'ACI' ON A.\1AZON 

r-iUMBER Al'l'ROVAL ln USS 

VENEZUELA SP/SF-88-10-VE Small Project Fínancing for and 1988 593.000 Bcnefit 700 Ameríndians members of 
Techrucal Coopcrauon wnh lhe APIPROCA and A YEPROCA 
Centro de Educacion y Promocion de 
la Autogesuon Indigena (CEP AI) 

APPROVED TECHNlCAL COOPERATIONS 

REGIONAL ATN/SF-2357-RE Short Tertn Tcchrucal Coopcrattion 1987 26.000 Evaluatc mformauon on thc 
Mis.sion to Dcvelop Lhe Agricultura! dcvclopmcnt and applicauon of 
and Land Use Cornponent ecologically sound agnculturaí 
Tcchnology of rhe Amamo Basin tcchnologics in lhe rcgron. 
Regional Programrne 

A"IN/'SF-2858-RE Short Term Technical Cooperation 1987 26.000 Analvzc, evaluate and sumrnarize 
Missmn to Develop the Ecology and ínformation on the dcveloprncnt o( 
Rainforest Cornponeru of thc Arnazon natural resources and ecological 
Basin Regional Prograrn (AMEAR) balance of the regrou. 

A "IN/'SF-2859-RE Agricultura! Technology and Human 1988 30.000 Compile, analyze and disseminate 
Seulements: Informauon and information in agrículturc, ecology, 
Instirutíonal Development • institutions and inforrnatics in ordcr ------ - 
Components of rhe Arnazon Basin for lhe Bank to fornulate a policy for 
Regional Program (AMBAR) this regrou. 

A "IN-SF-3890-RE IDB/UNDP Prograrn on the 1991 1.650.000 Follow-up of Our Agenda and creatíon 
Environrnent of "Amazónia: Without Myths." 

A"IN!SF-3891-RE Scientific and Technological Inter- 1991 877.000 Establishmeru o( an inforrnauon 
nauon Svstem (S!AMAZ) · network systern for lhe Amaz.~n 

(Belcm). 

A 1N/'SF-38%-RE Instituto Indigenista Inter- 1991 30.000 Benefit indigenous populations in the 
americano in Mcxico. Arnazon and clsewhere. 

A TN/SF-3%3-BO Creation of the Fondo Indígena in La 1993 2.500.000 Benefit indigenous populations in the 
Paz Amazon and ctsewhcre. 

BOLMA A 1N/SF-3678-B0 Ecologrcal-Economic Zoning in lhe 1991 30.000 Judicial guidance in policy making. 
Bolivian Amazon 

BRAZIL A "IN/TF-3934-BR Extractíve Reserves (Acre) 1992 1.000.000 Benefit extractivists, increase their 
standard of living. 

COLOMBIA A"IN/'SF-3514-CO Preliminary Studies for Colombia's 1990 30.000 Aims to protect of Colornbia's 
Nacional Tropical Forestry Action Amazon Raio Forest, soils and natural 
Plan resources, 

VENEZUEL\ ATN/SF-3099-VE Technícal Cooperation to the Centro 1988 93.000 Incresse lhe socioeconomic standing 
de Promocion y Autogestion Indígena of the indigenous groups associated 
(CEPA!) with APRIPROCA and A YEPROCA 

PROJECfS IN TllE PIPELINE 

BRAZIL BR-0192 Basic Sanitation/Snviron- 70% (IDB) Bencfit low income population living 
ment Program Igarapes-State of 

. 
30% (Sl. o! on lhe river banks. Improve sarutation 

Amazonas - Amazonas) and heatth conditions. 

COLOMBIA C0-0041 National Environmental Program and Protect lhe 031ur.1I forests • Amazon 
Forestry Acuon - .. rain Iorest, 
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